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loves it! And Uncle Pieter cuts down his woods. It's some-
thing to live on an estate where the landlord really does
regard his landlordism as a sacred duty—or not even a
duty, but as part of the natural, inherited obligations of the
head of a vast family. He won't hear of subscriptions by
other people or help from Rynwyk. The Enkendaal people
are his people. When there's need, everything he has is
theirs—just as much as if they were his children. They
adore him, and the queer thing is that he's scarcely aware
that in this world he's fast becoming unique.
All that sounds as if I were still putting off what I have
to say. But it's all mixed up with what I've been thinking
about—I mean, the difference between your world and
mine. For Rupert and Uncle Pieter are linked in a way,
though utterly different as men. If we come down to hard
realities, I'm linked with them.
I know I'm often provocative and maddening—all hot
and cold. Now I'm going to strip myself of all that, as
far as I can. I must. We've got to understand one another,
Lewis. Your letter, that makes me love you and fear you
and fear what I've done to you, has so much more in it
than there can ever be in me that it makes me feel little
and ashamed. I don't deserve to be loved as you love
me—or as Rupert loves me. There simply isn't the stuff
in me unless people bigger than myself imagine it in me
and draw me up, as it were, to their imagination; there's
something in me which responds to that—no more, Lewis
dear. But at least I can stop myself doing you a damnable
wrong because I've let you misunderstand me. This is
going to be a candid letter, on my own plane—perhaps an
unlovely letter, I don't know, but a true one, because I do
love you.
In the great world—I mean the international great
world, Rupert's, Uncle Pieter's, mine too now—you don't
marry for love or, if you do, only exceptionally and by
chance. It's not the rule, it's not even the recognised ideal,
as it is in professional, middle-class England. No one
expects you to. That sounds very harsh, but it's not un-
reasonable and not at root unidealistic. There's a difference

